Evaluation of the effect of Guided Tissue Regeneration with or without tetracycline root conditioning in the treatment of intrabony defects-A Clinical and Radiographic study
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Abstract

The present study was designed to comparatively evaluate the effect of G.T.R. with or without tetracycline root conditioning in the treatment of intrabony defects using a resorbable membrane. To achieve these aims, the following objectives were followed: Evaluation of pre surgical probing depths (PD) and it’s comparison post operatively. Comparison of the clinical attachment levels (CAL) pre surgically and post surgically. Assessment of the change in the overall area of the intrabony defect after the periodontal surgical treatment. The test group (n = 10) received resorbable barrier membrane with tetracycline root conditioning, while the control group (n=10) received the same membrane without tetracycline root conditioning for treating the intrabony defects. Both the treatment modalities resulted in a significant reduction in pocket depth and significant gain in both clinical attachment levels and bone levels post operatively after six months. Intergroup comparison of the parameters, revealed no statistically significant differences. Combining GTR. technique with the tetracycline root conditioning does not seem to improve the results following surgical treatment of intrabony defects.
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Introduction

The main objective of traditional periodontal treatment is to resolve the inflammatory lesion in the periodontal tissues. This therapy involves the elimination of plaque and calculus from tooth surfaces, either with scaling and root planing alone or combined with periodontal surgery. With proper postoperative maintenance care, periodontal therapy results in resolution of gingival inflammation and in the arrest of disease progression. A contemporary goal of periodontal therapy, however, has become the regeneration of the lost attachment apparatus [1].

The first clinical device which allowed regeneration of cementum, periodontal ligament and alveolar bone was a cellulose acetate laboratory filter. The use of this filter paper provided the first human histological evidence of periodontal regeneration in response to guided tissue regeneration (G.T.R.) [2].

G.T.R. is based on the exclusion of gingival connective tissue cells and the prevention of the epithelial downgrowth into the wound. By excluding epithelium, cells with regenerative potential (periodontal ligament, bone cells and possible cementoblasts) can enter the wound site first and promote regeneration [3].

Minabe [4] in a review study clarified the concept of methods to create an advantageous environment for periodontal regeneration using physical means, focusing on the method of selective tissue regeneration through nonresorbable or resorbable barriers and coronally placed flap technique.

It has been reported that periodontal ligament cells can be induced to proliferate and migrate on biochemically conditioned dentin surfaces [5]. This proliferation and movement have been shown to be increased when tetracycline is used to precondition the dentin surface. The tetracycline preconditioning of dentin removes the surface smear layer.
and partially demineralizes the dentin surface to expose collagen fibers [5].

Research has demonstrated, independently, the possible therapeutic values of tetracycline hydrochloride (TCN-HCl) conditioning of the root surfaces with the use of membranes for G.T.R. to enhance new connective tissue attachment on the root surface [6].

Thus, the present study was designed to comparatively evaluate the effect of G.T.R. with or without tetracycline root conditioning in the treatment of intrabony defects using a resorbable membrane.

To achieve these aims, the following objectives were followed:
1) Evaluation of pre surgical probing depths (PD) and it’s comparison post operatively.
2) Comparison of the clinical attachment levels (CAL) pre surgically and post surgically.
3) Assessment of the change in the overall area of the intrabony defect after the periodontal surgical treatment.

Materials and Method

Study population

For this study, subjects belonging to both the sexes and in the age group of 20-46 years were selected from the undergraduate clinic, Department of Periodontics. The inclusion criteria was- patients displaying an interproximal intrabony defect in a posterior tooth, which was evident radiographically and manually probed ≥ 6mm. The exclusion group consisted of patients with any medical condition contraindicating surgery, tooth mobility > 1mm, width of attached gingiva at defect site ≤ 1mm, furcation involvement and generalized horizontal bone resorption.

After pre-experimental treatment involving instructions in proper oral hygiene techniques, scaling and root planing and one month follow up period, the study involved twenty patients, with ten sites being treated with bioresorbable membrane and tetracycline root conditioning comprising the test group (group A), and another ten sites treated with bioresorbable membrane only comprising the control group (group B).

Pre-surgical preparation

A freshly prepared solution of 100 mg. of tetracycline powder dissolved in 1 ml. of distilled water, with a pH of 2 was taken [7] The bioresorbable membrane Healiguide® (Advanced Biotech Ltd. Chennai) available in the size of 15 X 20mm was cut into two halves of equal sizes (7.5 X 10mm) in the laminar flow unit and sealpacked in different appendorf tubes, from where it could be taken out afterwards for the surgical procedure.

Surgical technique [3]

The area selected for surgery was anaesthesized with 2% xylocaine containing adrenaline 1:100,000 (Astra, Sweden). Initial incision was made away from defect, extending at least one tooth mesial and distal to the tooth to be treated, so that closure was not directly over the defect. A full thickness mucoperiosteal flap was reflected 2-3mm beyond the defect. Apical to the mucogingival junction, a partial thickness flap was continued by blunt dissection to free the flap from tension. Granulation tissue was removed and curettes were used to root plan the tooth. Epithelium was removed from the inner side of the flap with a sharp curette. A template was prepared from autoclaved piece of mackintosh extending 2-3mm beyond the margins of defect in all directions and the membrane was trimmed according to this template at the time of surgery. The flap was also trimmed where required to achieve primary tension free closure. Root conditioning was done only in Group A, with freshly prepared TCN-HCl solution for 3 minutes followed by generous irrigation with a sterile saline solution.(Figure no.2) The G.T.R. membrane was adapted in both group A and group B and sutured to the root surface by using a 5-0 resorbable suture. In cases where adequate adaptation was possible due to the defect anatomy, the membrane was adapted without the use of sutures using the pouch technique as advocated by Mattson et al.[8]. The mucoperiosteal flap was repositioned to cover the membrane completely. The flaps were sutured with 3-0 silk suture. (Figure no.3)

Post operative instructions

Following the surgery, antibiotic (Amoxicillin-500mg-thrice a day) and anti inflammatory drug (Diclofenac Potassium-twice a day) were prescribed for seven days. Warm salt water rinses for the first 2 weeks followed by Chlorhexidine digluconate 0.12% mouthrinse (10 ml twice a day) for four weeks were also advised. Subjects were instructed to refrain from mechanical oral hygiene measures for this period. At one week interval sutures were removed and subsequent follow up was done after an interval of 1 week, 1 month, 3 months and 6 months. The oral prophylaxis was performed at each recall appointment.

Parameters recorded

A. Clinical parameters

Probing depth (PD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) were measured at baseline, three months and six months postoperatively.
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B. Radiographic parameters:
These were taken pre operatively at baseline and post operatively at 6 month time. Radiographic images were obtained in a digitized format by the RV3 digital radiography software version 305 Apeteryx Inc. In order to calibrate measurement digitally the distance from the cusp tip to the cementoenamel junction was measured clinically after flap reflection and recorded. The same was measured radiographically and all further radiographic measurements were calibrated according to this scale. The following landmarks were identified on the radiographs:

- Cemento enamel junction (CEJ), if the CEJ was destroyed by restorative treatment, the apical margin of restoration was taken as a landmark.
- Bony defect was defined as the most coronal point where the periodontal ligament space showed a continuous width (BD).
- Alveolar crest was defined as the crossing of the silhouette of the alveolar crest with the root surface. (AC)

The intrabony component was assessed on the following parameters [9].

1. Infra I: Difference of the distance CEJ to BD minus CEJ to AC.
2. Infra II: An auxiliary line (AUX I) was drawn in the direction of the tooth axis. Then a second auxiliary line (Aux II) perpendicular to the tooth axis was drawn through the most coronal extension of the lateral wall of the intrabony defect. Infra II was measured from the point where AUX II crossed the contour of the root to BD.
3. BDW: i.e. the width of bony defect was measured from the lateral margin of the intrabony defect to the point where AUX II crossed to root surface.
4. Infra III: The third side of the defect triangle was measured as Infra III i.e. the distance from BD to AC of the lateral wall of the defect.
5. Defect area: calculated as Infra II X Infra III X BDW.

Osseous fill was calculated by subtracting the defect area preoperatively at baseline and postoperatively at six months. (Figure 1)

Statistical analysis

On comparing the treatment outcomes by applying the statistical unpaired “t” test to the probing depths, clinical attachment levels and osseous fill between the test and the control groups, it was observed that the difference in these parameters was not statistically significant. i.e. $P > 0.05$ and $P > 0.001$. (Table 2).
Figure 2. Test group - Guided tissue regeneration with tetracycline root conditioning: a) pre operative probing depth b) tetracycline root conditioning c) healiguide collagen membrane placed d) sutures placed e) post operative probing depth f) pre operative radiograph at baseline g) post operative radiograph at six months

Figure 3. Control group - Guided tissue regeneration without tetracycline root conditioning: a) pre operative probing depth b) healiguide collagen membrane placed c) sutures placed d) post operative probing depth e) pre operative radiograph at baseline f) post operative radiograph at six months

Table 1. Statistical test application of intraoperatively measured probing depths, clinical attachment levels and osseous fill of group a and group b
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP (GROUP B)</th>
<th>CAL</th>
<th>OF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4 ±0.39</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001*</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05*</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95.7 ± 37.59</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &gt; 0.001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PD=Probing depths; CAL=Clinical attachment levels
OF=Osseous fill; SD= Standard deviation
* P < 0.05 =significant, * P < 0.001=significant, * P > 0.05 =non significant, ** P > 0.001= non significant

Table 2. Statistical test application of intergroup comparison for probing depths, clinical attachment levels and osseous fill between group a and b

Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to comparatively evaluate the effect of G.T.R. with or without tetracycline root conditioning in the treatment of intrabony defects using a resorbable membrane.

It has been reported that selective repopulation of root surfaces previously exposed to periodontal disease by periodontal ligament cells results in formation of new connective tissue attachment, which is achieved by means of a biodegradable material interposed between the gingival tissue and the dental surface.[10] In this study collagen membrane was used because collagen membranes have the capacity to support regeneration of periodontal tissues and collagen membranes are either incorporated within the healing tissues or degraded by these during the healing process. These properties of collagen membranes are of value in reconstructive periodontal therapy [11]

The results obtained in the study indicate that the use of the collagen membrane modified the modality of wound healing of the experimental sites with the formation of new cementum, bone and periodontal ligament. The improvement in mean OHI – S score in the present study support the observed treatment effects obtained under a strict plaque control regimen. It is in conformity with the study of Cortellini et al [12] who explained that the long term clinical trials have demonstrated that good clinical results can be obtained and maintained over time only if an optimal plaque control regimen is instituted. Conversely, deterioration of the root hygiene levels result in impairment of obtained therapeutic effect.

Real comparison of treatment outcomes by GTR is a little difficult because of the variation in data collection methods among the published studies. Some studies state that the deepest site of the defect was measured [13] while others state that the sites were averaged [14] and still others do not specifically state the method of data collection [12].

It is clear that regenerative clinical trials require standardization of data analysis so that valid comparison between studies can be made (This study presented data as the average of all sites encompassing the defect). Considering these factors the following observations compare the results of this study with those reported in the literature.
The patient inclusion criteria in the present study was the presence of at least one proximal area with a residual pocket depth, \( \geq 6 \text{ mm} \) and an associated intrabony defect confirmed by pretreatment radiograph. The resulting date compared favorably to those reported by earlier workers [15,19].

These studies demonstrated PD reduction, CAL gain and bone fill almost same as that obtained in the present study. These findings can be explained on the basis of the similarities in pretreatment PD, CAL and the intrabony component of the osseous defects which was almost similar to the values reported in the these studies [15] [9]. These workers have explained the importance of selection of the defect site as well as the patient oral hygiene performance, smoking etc. in treatment outcomes.

Cortellini et al [12] stratified the baseline data obtained in 1993 publication according to CAL gained after GTR treatment Those sites which achieved less than 2 mm of attachment gains were observed to have PD and CAL similar to those found in our study. Thus, if one was to compare only those sites which had comparable defect dimension prior to surgical therapy, similar treatment results would be found.

In the present study in the test group, treated with barrier membrane and TCN-HCl root conditioning, reduction in PD, CAL gain and defect fill was 4.0mm, 3.5 mm and 1.61 mm respectively. These results are somewhat better in comparison to Kersten et al [14] who reported reduction in PD 1.8mm, CAL gain 0.8mm and defect fill 1.7 mm. They had also concluded that root conditioning did not show any improvement over ePTFE membranes.

Nagata et al [16] treated surgically created dehiscence defects on buccal aspect of lateral incisors in adult male monkeys by flap surgery with and without tetracycline root conditioning. Computer assisted histometric analysis was used to evaluate the formation of new cementum, new bone and new connective tissue attachment and length of epithelium. No statistically significant difference was observed between the two groups. The results were almost same as have been shown in our study.

The similarity in the results with other reports can be explained on the basis of that the clinical effect of the acid conditioning may have been overshadowed by the healing potential generated by the barrier membrane.

It was also suggested that the nonsignificant difference between treatment modalities could be because of, that both modalities draw upon similar regenerative mechanisms in the periodontium i.e. favoring a specific line of cells, which makes a synergistic effect an unlikely result. Thus, the combined effect of the two is that of the one with the best effect. (non synergistic effect).[17]

Root conditioning with 10mg/ml. of TCN-HCl for 4 minutes resulted in smear layer removal, opening of dentinal tubules and exposure of collagen fibrils. Evidence suggests that high concentration of tetracycline in the tissues may impair the initial stages of wound healing, preventing the formation of new periodontal connective tissue attachment [12].

It has been reported that the use of TCN-HCl to enhance new attachment formation in vivo is observed only with the use of low concentrations of the solution. Also, it has been shown that root surface demineralization can be increased by repeated application of demineralizing agents.[18] Therefore, if thorough demineralization is an important factor in exposing collagen for enhanced periodontal regeneration, the use of a low TCN-HCl concentration (10-20 mg/ml.) with repeated application and a longer total application time is recommended. The subjects did not show significant improvement for osseous fill in the present study.

Finally, it can be suggested that the success of GTR in the treatment of intrabony defects may not be related to the type of barrier device used. The device must accomplish the necessary functions of excluding the gingival connective tissue and gingival epithelium from the defect area, maintain space within the defect for blood clot formation and growth of progenitor cells from the surrounding periodontal ligament and bone.[10] Factors other than barrier composition may play a more significant role in affecting the regenerative responses to GTR. Any or all of the following factors may influence periodontal regeneration: depth and width of the defect and attachment level prior to treatment, thickness of the gingival flap, membrane exposure with accompanying plaque accumulation, coverage of the newly regenerated tissues, smoking habits, quality of the recall maintenance programme, periodontal history of the affected tooth, healing response of the subject and clinicians’ surgical skill. The decision to treat a defect with a regenerative technique must be based on consideration of these factors, which in turn will determine the predictability of a successful result.
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